Abstract. Traffic congestion problem has become a bottleneck restricting the development of modern transportation systems, and accordingly the networked traffic system has drawn lots of researcher's attention. To enhance transportation efficiency on scale-free networks, we proposed a hybridinformation-based (HIB) queuing strategy, where one packet's priority is related to its available transmission resource in the surplus path and current distance to destination. Numerical results show that the HIB queuing strategy perform much better than the traditional first-in-first-out (FIFO) queuing strategy in the congestion state, and the average travelling time, the rate of waiting time to travelling time Pwt and the packet arrived rate which can reflect transportation efficiency are improved remarkably. Our work should be valuable and helpful for research on networked traffic systems.
Introduction
Ever since the small-world [1] phenomenon and scale-free properties [2] were identified, complex networks have been applied to describe a wide range of natural and society systems in which entities are connected by physical or abstract links. Research has been focused on topologies of networks as well as dynamics of information packets [3] [4] [5] , spreading of epidemics [6] [7] [8] , cooperative behaviors of evolutionary games [9] [10] [11] , and so on. Due to the importance of the large networked systems, many researches have been focused on ensuring free traffic flow and avoiding traffic congestion on complex networks. It has been widely revealed that both the network topology and the routing protocol could affect transport efficiency of the networked system. Thus, there are two general ways to raise the critical packet generation rate where the phase transition takes place: to optimize the underlying network topology [12, 13] and to develop new routing protocols [14] [15] [16] .
To our knowledge, the delivering capacity of nodes is finite in general. If the queuing length is larger than one node's delivering capacity, the packets are temporarily stored in the buffer. There can be different queuing strategies that control the order of packet delivering in the queue buffer. The most common method is the "first-in-first-out" (FIFO) queuing strategy, and the priority queuing strategy is also adopted in previous works [17, 18] . Kim et al. studied the packet transport problem on scale-free networks under the priority queuing strategy, and they found that the transportation efficiency can be improved in the congestion state, but it is worse in the free-flow state and the jamming transition point is reduced [17] . Du et al. introduce a shortest-remaining-path-first (SRPF) queuing strategy into a network traffic model on scale-free networks under efficient routing protocol, the traffic performance is improved in the congestion state and it will not harm the traffic performance in the free-flow state [18] . Inspired by their works, we proposed a hybrid-information-based (HIB) queuing strategy in which a packet's priority is determined by its available transmission resource in the surplus path and the distance from its current location to destination. It is found that, compared with FIFO queuing strategy, the network capacity has no obvious changes, but some indexes reflecting transportation efficiency can be improved remarkably by the HIB queuing strategy. This paper is organized as follows. In the following section, the network traffic model is described in detail. The simulation results and discussions are given in Section 3. The paper is concluded by the last section.
The Networks Structure and Traffic Model
Empirical studies revealed that realistic networks are heterogeneous with power law degree distribution, here we use the well-known Barabási Albert (BA) model [2] to represent the structure of traffic systems. Most previous studies consider all nodes in networks with homogeneous delivering capacity. But hub nodes usually need to handle more traffic load than others in real-world situation and therefore they are assigned with larger delivering capacity. To capture this fact, the delivering capacity is often assumed to be i k  for a node with degree [19, 20] , where 0   is an adjustable parameter. Without loss of generality, we set 1   in this work and then the delivering capacity of node i (denoted as i C ) becomes i i C k  . Then the whole traffic process can be described as follows:
all nodes in the network are equally considered as hosts and routers to generate and deliver packets. At each time step, the network creates R new packets with randomly chosen sources and destinations. For each packet, once its source and destination are fixed, a path from source to destination is calculated based on the specific routing protocol. In our work, we adopt the shortest path routing protocol. Each node can deliver at most i C packets towards their destinations in one-time step. If it has more than i C packets waiting in its queue at node i, only the first i C packets can be delivered and the rest must wait in the queue buffer according to a certain queuing strategy. Each node is allowed to have an infinite queue length.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid-information-based queuing strategy which employs a priority index P for each packet wait in the queue buffer. The priority index P for a packet x of node i at time t can be denoted as 1 ( )
where is the path of packet x from node i to its destination, is the queue length at node i at time t, ( )
denotes the available transmission resource in the surplus path of packet x at time t, is the distance from current location to destination of packet x at time t, and α is a tunable parameter with a value ranging from 0 to 1. Packets in the queue buffer will be delivered in descending order according to the value of priority index. In all the present simulations, the network size is N=500, the average degree is k 4, and the total simulation time step is T=10000.
Literature References Discussion of Simulation Results
In this section, we compare the HIB queuing strategy with the traditional FIFO queuing strategy to investigate the traffic behavior on BA scale-free network model. In order to find the overall traffic capacity, we first investigate the order parameter introduced in [21] , which reads
where ∆ ∆ , ⋯ indicates the average over time windows of width ∆t, C is the average delivering capacity over all nodes, and denotes the number of packets in the network at time t. With increasing packet generation R, there will be a critical value of which characterizes the phase transition from free-flow state to congestion state. In free-flow state, η(R) is around zero due to the balance of created and removed packets. When R exceeds , the packets accumulate in the network, and η(R) becomes positive and grows with R. From inspection of Fig. 1 , one can see that HIB queuing strategy at different and FIFO queuing strategy undergoes a continuous transition at the same value of R. Our HIB queuing strategy does not affect the value of since the packet's routing path is not modified. However, the order parameter η(R) under the HIB queuing strategy is remarkably lower than that of FIFO queuing strategy in the congestion state, especially at higher packet generating rate. Because the value of η(R) can accurately describe the accumulation of packets in the network, lower order parameter obtained by our method indicates that the HIB queuing strategy can improve the traffic performance in the congestion state compared with FIFO. The performance of our proposed HIB queuing strategy depends on the parameterα, the order parameter η(R) has the minimal value over the whole given range of packet generating rate R when we setα 0.8. Therefore, we focus our attention to the traffic performance obtained at the optimal parameterα 0.8. The average travelling time of arrived packets <T>, which can reflect the traffic efficiency, is a critical index for traffic systems. From the inspection of Fig. 2(a) , one can see that <T> of HIB and FIFO queuing strategies keeps the same value in the free-flow state, but the HIB queuing strategy is dramatically smaller than the FIFO queuing strategy in the congestion state. In particular, our HIB queuing strategy has superiority in severe congestion state over the FIFO queuing strategy. At the packet generating rate R=500, <T> is 1,982 for the FIFO queuing strategy, while it is only 86 for the HIB queuing strategy forα 0.8. The rate of waiting time to travelling time is an index which can represents the user's satisfaction of traffic system. For example, in many networked systems, especially for urban traffic systems, passengers will be intolerable if is too large. Therefore, the less is, the higher the users satisfaction is. It can be denoted as
Where the total travelling is time of packet i, is the total waiting time of packet i, and is the number of arrived packets. From observation of Fig. 2(b) , one can see that the HIB queuing strategy evidently outperforms the FIFO queuing strategy. The of the HIB queuing strategy keeps steadily much lower than the FIFO queuing strategy over the whole given range of the congestion state from the critical rate to R=500. At R=500 andα 0.8 , of the HIB queuing strategy was reduced by 77% compared with that of the FIFO queuing strategy. Then we turn to result of the packet arrived rate under HIB queuing strategy. The packet arrived rate is the index denoting system throughput, which indicates the delivery capacity of the whole network. The packet arrived rate Q is defined as
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The relationship between Q and R is shown in Fig. 2(c) . In the free-flow state, almost all packets can successfully arrive at their destinations and thus Q is close to 1. However, in the congestion state, not all packets can arrive at their destinations and thus0 Q 1 . Compared with the FIFO queuing strategy, the HIB queuing strategy achieved higher values of Q with no exception. In summary, the traffic efficiency is greatly improved over the FIFO queuing strategy by employing our proposed HIB queuing strategy. One can find that the HIB queuing strategy formalism at α 0.8 has the best performance of traffic efficiency for all the three characteristic quantities. From discussions above, one can find that the several critical indexes reflecting transportation efficiency are greatly improved in the congestion state under the HIB queuing strategy. In the following we investigate the mechanism of HIB queuing strategy enhancing the traffic performance. The queuing strategy can only adjust the delivering order of packets in queue buffer and thus there are two ways to improve the traffic performance. One is let some packets get to the destination as soon as possible so that they will be removed from the system and hence the total traffic load is alleviated. The authors of Ref. [18] considered the packet shortest-path-length-remained information when proposing their queuing strategy based on this standpoint, and the traffic performance was improved while it is unfair for long-path packets taking much longer travelling time. Another way is to delay the packets delivering to the congested nodes, so that the traffic load between congested nodes and uncongested nodes can be balanced. Thus, we employ the packet's available transmission resource in the surplus path to capture this fact. We first investigate the load distribution and packet arrived rate of various path length when only the packet's available transmission resource information works in the HIB queuing strategy (α 1). One can see from Fig. 3(a) , the traffic load of hub nodes under the HIB queuing strategy is much lighter than that under the FIFO queuing strategy, while it is slightly heavier at the non-hub nodes than that under the FIFO queuing strategy. That indicates the information of packet's available transmission resource in the surplus path can ensure the queuing strategy balance the traffic load between congested nodes and uncongested nodes. However, one can see from Fig. 3(b) that the packet's arrived rate of short path length packets for HIB queuing strategy is slightly smaller than the FIFO queuing strategy when α 1. Since the short path length packets are in the majority of the system, it is harmful and unfair for the low packet's arrived rate of short path length packets. Noticeably, the HIB strategy degenerates to the SPRF strategy recently proposed in Ref. [18] whenα 0. To summarize, there are obvious shortcomings for designing queuing strategy only consider the information of packet's available transmission resource in the surplus path or the distance from current location to destination separately. The results in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d) show the load distribution and packet arrived rate of various path length for the HIB queuing strategy via tunable parameterα 0.8. We find that the traffic load of hub nodes under the HIB queuing strategy is lighter than that under FIFO queuing strategy, and the packet arrived rate of various path length is also larger than that of FIFO queuing strategy. The simulation results show that the HIB queuing strategy not only can make short path packets get their destination quickly, but also can balance the traffic load between congested nodes and uncongested nodes. Moreover, we have shown that the HIB queuing strategy combined the hybrid information effectively with appropriate selection of the tunable parameter. 
Summary
In summary, we proposed a hybrid-information-based queuing strategy (HIB) which makes packets in the queue buffer to be delivered in descending order according to the value of priority index. Through numerical simulations, the HIB queuing strategy has proved its superior traffic efficiency compared with the traditional FIFO queuing strategy and the SRPF queuing strategy recently proposed by Du et al. [18] . The performance of the average travelling time <T>, the rate of waiting time to travelling time and the packet arrived rate Q are dramatically improved in the congestion state. By adjusting the tunable parameterα, networked traffic system under the HIB queuing strategy can reach the optimal traffic performance. The optimal traffic performance is found at parameterα 0.8. Our work may provide novel insights for research on networked traffic systems.
